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CELEBRATING FOLK MUSIC IN THE CENTRE
EVATORIAL
Who knows where the time goes? The familiar cry of an ageing
folkie as he attempts to tune his voice and guitar, in time for one
more tilt at that most beloved of institutions
“The Top Half Folk Festival”.
An institution it most certainly is. Like old friends, and good wine,
it’s there for us just when we need it. Some will remember the 1st
one way back in 1971; others may have trouble remembering the
last one just a year ago. Speaking for myself I’m not about to admit
to the latter, but having attended the majority of the last 38 festivals I do know that I have made many good friends and sampled
many good wines and been part of a musical experience that has
brought much joy to my life.
So where does the bloody time go? It seems like only yesterday I
was learning three chords on the guitar (and still hasn’t perfected
it…..Sub. Ed.) There was a time when my hair was of the reddish
variety and although I can’t pinpoint the exact moment when the
grey took over, I can vaguely remember it being during one of Paul
Stewart’s workshops in the 80’s. There was even a time when I
could remember all the words to the songs I’d written myself, that
time seems to have gone somewhere as well. Still never mind, I
know that I can live with that. What is more uncomfortable is that I
greet some friends at festivals with the words “g’day mate” rather
than the use of a Christian name. You know their name will eventually come to you; it’s just that instant recall is lost in the passage
of time. I tried to rely on Scotty for help with this but knew I was
in trouble when he said “Sorry mate I can’t help you”. I must remind him one day who I am.
Where’s all this meandering rubbish going I hear you say?
(Straight into the bin….Sub. Ed.) Well , as editor of the prestigious
Top Half times and as one of the organisers of the festival it is my
duty and indeed my pleasure to welcome you all to one of the great
small festivals still happening in Australia. Folk clubs these days
seem to be a thing of the past, (pity the ‘old folkies’ weren’t as
well…..(Sub. Ed.) but there are still many fine folk festivals being
held up and down the country, and there is still that opportunity for
performers and audiences alike to share in that common bond; a
love of friendship, and a love of music. We in The Territory are
very proud of our “Top Halfs” and I know that this one will be a
beauty.
To all our visitors; welcome. To all our regulars (whatever your
names!) welcome. To John Williamson, a special thank you for
being with us and sharing your music, and finally, may you all
enjoy our friendship, our hospitality, our wonderful part of the
world, and above all, The 39th Top Half Folk Festival.
…………………………………………………………
DOG REGISTRATION
Mary Evans was out driving recently, with her faithful hound ’Mr.
Puddles’ bouncing around on the back seat. All was going well till
she was pulled over by the police. “Excuse me Madam but is that
dog licenced?” Oh no” replied Mary, “I do all the driving myself”.
…………………………………………………………
All husbands are alike, but they have different faces so you can tell
them apart.
He who lives without quarrelling is a bachelor.
The critical period in matrimony is at the breakfast table.
…………………………………………………………

FOLK MUSIC
“What exactly is folk music?” I asked myself. It was probably
too late anyway as I had already agreed to help fund raise for an
up-coming folk festival. Oh well, let’s go straight to the top!
Wrong! Trying to get a straight answer out of either Balfour or
Evans at times is nigh on impossible.
So it was that I took up position in front of the trusty computer.
I am now more confused than ever! Does it refer to music of
oral traditions?, is it primitive in style?, is it preformed by people who cannot really sing ?, people who cannot play a regular
musical instrument?. The list goes on.
Was Burl Ives a Folkie or a Balladeer? If a balladeer, what type
of music is that?. Bob Dylan and Johnny Cash recorded some of
each others songs, indeed they sang together on a few occasions,
so, what makes one a Folk artist and the other a Country artist?
By this time I was ready to tear out what little hair I had left I
now had a nice quote to finish here but the bloody editor ’stole’
it for his damn quiz so will instead close with this; FOLK—a
rude 4 letter word, FOLK CLUB—group of rude men & women
who enjoy folking.
It also became quite apparent during my research that, to have
been a successful ‘folkie’ in the U.K. or U.S.A. during the 50s
and 60s, more often than not you were also a member of the
communist party! To be a successful ‘folkie’ in Central Australia during the 70s and 80s was costlier on the hip pocket! You
had to be an alcoholic!!
Also, it would appear that the main reason children were bought
into the world by Centralian folkies during this same period was
to collect firewood for the ‘olds’ whilst they proceeded to
‘warm the inner self’ for the cold night ahead at their regular
camp-outs!!
……………………………………………………
“I don’t like to eat, it ruins my appetite”
Tony Suttor
………………………………………………………
BURL IVES
AUSTRALIAN FOLK SONGS, (1958) is an album by Burl Ives,
one of the by-products of his visit to Australia in 1952. Invited
here by the Australian Broadcasting Commission, Ives met Dr.
Percy Jones, a professor of music. The two men compiled a
book of Australian folk songs, and Ives recorded an album of
the songs, “collected and arranged” by Percy. These songs were
later released in the U.S. as ‘Australian Folk Songs’.
The cover of the album depicts Ives in a stereotypical setting,
standing in front of a poster of a kangaroo and interacting with a
koala.
TRACK LISTING
Side 1
1/ Wild Rover no More
2/ Click go the Shears
3/ The Wild Colonial Boy
4/ A Nautical Yarn
5/ Across the Western Plains I Must wander
6/ Waltzing Matilda
Side 2
1/ Oh! The Springtime, It Brings on The Shearing
2/ The Station Cook
3/ The Dying Stockman
4/ The Old Bullock Dray 5/ The Stockman’s Last Bed
…………………………………………………….

A FOLKIES TALE
The Sub Ed. feels the following article from the FOLKSMITH, (a
magazine put out by the Alice folkies)Issue112, Jan-March 198 is
worth reprinting, in part at least. It was written by Eric Bogle and are
his first impressions of a few folkies from Alice Springs he met
whilst attending the National Folk Festival, held in Perth in 1978.
Read on and enjoy……..
Then there was Scotty, gentle Scotty, who so loved pretty flowers,
That often he would go to sleep, face-down in them for hours!
The flower bed outside Clancy’s pub held a particular fascination,
He slept so often in it, they gave him a Latin classification.
So if, down in your garden, you find a ‘Corpus Derelicti’,
It’s probably that rare flower of the West,
a ‘Scottus Paralycti’!!
Now some people thirst for knowledge, or wealth or power or land,
But the worst of all is the thirst for what’s contained in a Fosters can.
Which brings me now to Miss McGrath, a teacher prim and proper,
Till she got stuck into the booze, then no power on earth could stop
her!
Her beer intake was awesome, she downed the stuff in kegs,
I heard a bloke in Clancy's say "Christ, she’s got hollow legs!
And many a brawny westerner to this day bears the scar,
To remind him of the day he stood between Morag and the bar!
And David of the fiery beard, by Christ he was big and hairy,
Beside him poor Old King Kong would have looked like a balding
fairy.
(Eric goes on for a while, then finishes on this happy note)
They’re an all-right bunch of bastards, the mob from Alice Springs.
…………………………………………….
CENTRAL AUSTRALIAN FOLK SOCIETY
This is in no-way intended to be the complete history of the C.A.F.S.
It is only intended as a brief snapshot, and perhaps, just perhaps, it
may jog a few memories that could eventually be added in.
In the late 60’s, a group of folk enthusiasts had been regularly singing
at ‘The Ranch’, (The Ranch would need it’s very own story to do it
justice, Ed…) coffee shop, owned and operated by Bob ‘Southy’
South, situated in Todd St., opposite where Melanka Lodge once
stood. Eventually Sunday nights became ‘Folk Nights'. and the
‘Ranch Folk Club’ was formed.
April 1970 saw the actual formation of C.A.F.S. as we know it today
and with the forced closure of The Ranch in January 1971, a new
venue had to be found. The club settled happily into the Elkira Motel
for a couple of happy years. When that eventually fell through the
club moved between their own club-house and the Totem theatre till
they moved into the C.W.A. hall in 1974. This was a very successful
venue till 1977 when they upped stakes once more and moved to the
Riverside Hotel. They remained there till 1979 before another move
was required, this time into the Steak-house. This venue only lasted a
year then it was on to the Telford Hotel. If any one has any further
news on venues, we hear from you.
Over the years the club has been heavily involved in fundraising for
many and varied charities, as well as providing free concerts in support of other local organizations and causes. It would be interesting to
know how many thousands of dollars have been raised for the various
charities over the years, starting with the $200 that I believe was
raised for the ‘Save The Children Fund’, way back in 1969 to the
present day , where voluntary concerts are still being performed.
There were also many ‘groups’ formed amongst the folk music
crowd, appearing both interstate, as well as, in some instances, overseas. Some of the groups to have come out of C.A.F.S have been
known as, The Hawkers, 1BC, Flat Five, Flat Five plus One, Bog
Down Bush Band, Facial Expressions, (Who released the first album
produced in the Territory," The Windmill Run”), Gan Aimn, Desert
Folk, She-Oak and Threepenny Bit. It’s worth remembering a wee
quote from the girls in ’Threepenny Bit’;

“It was more terrifying to stand in front of the folk club audience for the first time than to run into Dave Evans down a
dark alley at midnight!” . The editor? very rudely I thought,
has just pointed out that there was actually another group to
have come out of C.A.F.S and that is a mob called Bloodwood! I do apologize for the omission. We dare not get into
all the music that has been reordered over the years, sufficient to say, the Centre is very well represented in music collections throughout the country.
If anyone has any later information regarding C.A.F.S. the
editor would dearly love to hear from you.
……………………………………………………
GREENHILS INN
What, you may ask, has the Greenhills Inn got to do with a
‘Folk Festival’? We will put your mind at rest straight away.
It is owned and managed by Sean Roche, one of the finest
Irish singers in Australia today. Sean left Cork City in Ireland
over 30 years ago and we have the pleasure of having him
perform for us again this weekend. As he is a regular visitor
to the Top Half's.
Now getting back to the Greenhills Inn. It is situated approx.
120 kms N.E. of Perth and has been operating since the very
early 1900’s. It has been described as one of the man-made
treasures of the West as it has been retained, as much as possible, as it was over 100 years ago. The whole place is an absolute delight to see and all the rooms are just magnificent.
Each bedroom has it’s own theme, fitted out with antique
furniture. You can spend a day just admiring the knick-knacks
which adorn the walls. You just cannot go to West Australia
without spending a night here. If you mention this add to Sean
when making your booking, you will receive 50% off your
total bill! After your visit, please let us know how you got on
with the discount as we couldn’t get a bloody thing out of the
tight Irish bastard for running this add for him.

GREENHILLS INN c1900.
On a more serious note, we are very lucky to actually have
Sean with us this weekend. As I previously mentioned, he is a
publican and was recently rushed to hospital with severe chest
pains. Fearing the worst, he was rushed into the emergency
ward where numerous tests were carried out. Much to his
relief, it was nothing more serious than ‘pulled muscles’
across his chest from lumping too many kegs around! There is
a lesson there Sean, drink them first!
Anyway, his doctor suggested rest and clean air for a couple
of weeks so he installed a manager and headed to the coast.
After a couple of days sitting doing nothing, he decided to
hire a boat and do a spot of fishing. But Sean, being a
drunken, singing, Irish publican, things didn’t go according to
plan and, sure enough, he capsized the boat. Luckily for him
he was pulled out by the balls and promptly returned to dry
land.
This is the first opportunity Sean has had since the accident to
publically thank Mr, & Mrs. Balls, who were on holiday from
Victoria at the time, for saving him.
…………………………………………….
What do a mandolin and a hand grenade have in common? By
the time you hear either one it’s too late.

ALICE SPRINGS CENTENARY 1971

Standing rear L-R; Peter Schlunke & Dave Spafford.
Middle seated; Noel Chandler, Peter Bate & Dave Tuzewski.
Seated front; Jan Evans, Gerry Breuker & Taffy Evans.
… … … … … … … …
As 1971 was rung in, the township of Alice Springs was gearing
up to celebrate its centenary. The actual date being March 11th
but the locals had a full fortnight of activities to look forward to.
There was everything from ‘beard growing competitions’, ‘film
festivals’, and a period costume ball’ , but the highlight of the
festivities was the ‘Centenary Folk Festival’, to be held at the
Telegraph station on the night of Sunday 16th. This was to become known as the 1st Top Half Folk Festival.
Interstate guests arrived in town via the Pioneer Express bus service, $51.50 from Adelaide. On arrival they would pick up a
copy of the Centralian Advocate for 8c and read how there was
going to be an enquiry into the price of fuel, how 3 boys aged
between 6 and 9 had wrecked rooms at Treager park primary
school and how there had been another road death on the Stuart
Hwy. (some things are just not meant to change) They could have
picked up a 6 y.o. HD Holden Station sedan from Kittle Bros. for
just $750 but a new SLR camera from John Mack would have set
them back $681. The beer of choice was ‘Swan’ and soft drinks
were brewed locally by ‘Cavanaugh's.
To promote the upcoming ‘Folk Festival’, cars were covered in
posters, (a sticker advertising the festival can be seen on the rear
of the Land rover in photo above), displays in shop windows etc.
The big night eventually arrived, with an anticipated crowd of
8oo!!

L-R, John Parkinson, I.S.Balfour & Martin Curtis.,
from Tennant Creek 1971.

Cont; but on the actual night of the concert, 2/3000 people turned up,
much to the organisers horror. All chairs were quickly taken, so people resorted to blankets, pillows and eskys on the ground. As well as
all the local ‘folkies’ appearing on stage, there was the ‘Todd River
Jazz Band’, as well as a trio down from Tennant Creek. Scotty was
from Tennant in those days and had really only ever sung ‘rugby
songs’ before, and definitely could not play a guitar well enough to
do so on stage. As a result, he was a VERY nervous performer that
night. It could not have been too bad though as he can remember
singing “Dundee Weaver” and “Coulter’s Candy’ by himself and the
trio sang a few songs as well.
Peter Bate also remembers being very nervous before he went on as,
prior to this concert, his only public singing had been at the old
‘Ranch Café’. Peter sang, what was his ‘signature’ tune at the time,’
Plastic Jesus’ and another called' Waltzing the Bulldog’, a pommy
parody of Waltzing Matilda. He says the stage was typical of those
days, a dog trailer that had been conned from a local transport company. “Alice Springs had never seen the like of it before”, Peter
goes on to say. “Performers came from everywhere,; other parts of
the Territory as well as some from interstate. We kicked off the family show well before dark but didn’t get wrapped up till well after 11
As Peter has admitted he was a new chum when it came to performing in public, I will close with a quote from the Centralian Advocate.
“A folk trio from Tennant Creek were very funny but the local artists
were far from impressive” end quote. You’ve come a long way since
those days Peter and anyway, I have to be honest, Scotty insisted that
the quote had to be reprinted for all to see.
……………………………………………..
If any one else, as I have, has wondered why Mr. I. S. Balfour goes
by the name of Scott, the following explanation may explain it!
The ‘Olde Gaelic’ meaning of the name BALFOUR is ‘Very intelligent’. From the same site, the meaning for IAN is ‘Not’!
………………………………………………..
BLOODWOOD
The ‘Bloodwood’ boys had landed in London, checked into their
hotel rooms then headed off for a feed. They eventually found a pub
that sold good old roast beef. Dave couldn’t wait for the others so
jumped up and grabbed a plate. He got to the end of the servery with
his plate piled high with meat and roast spuds, covered in gravy. The
lady behind the servery asked Dave, “What about your vegetables”?
with which he replied, “They can serve themselves”!
………………………………………………
With the editor I work for, I very rarely get the chance to get out of
the office for a one-on-one interview. However, this week he seems
to running around doing, well no-one is exactly sure what he has
been doing, sufficient to say, I was able to escape for an hour or two
to have a cuppa with Bob Barford who is back in town for the festival. As I have never heard anyone play a mandolin as, ah, ah differently as he did on ABC radio this week, I felt we should find out a
bit more about the instrument
T.H.T.
“Thanks' for giving us your time Bob”
B.B. “No problems mate, it’s actually a pleasure”
T.H.T. “Tell me Bob, how do you tune a mandolin?”
B.B. “Yes, well it’s really quite easy, the best way is with
wirecutters”
T.H.T “Why is a mandolin player the most important member of the
band?”
B.B. “Every band needs someone to take the mickey out of”
T.H.T. “What would you call a mandolin player who was dressed in
a suit Bob?”
B.B. “He could only be referred to as the defendant”
T.H.T. “How can you tell one mandolin song from another?”
B.B. “The only way to do this is by their titles”
T.H.T. “What would you call someone who can’t play a banjo,
Bob?”
B.B. “That would make them a mandolin player”
T.H.T. Finally Bob, what do a mandolin and a court case have in
common?”
B.B. “Everyone is relieved when the case is closed”
T.H.T. ‘Thank you very much for your time Bob”
…………………………………………………….

Review of “ From This Country—Red Dirt
Tracks Vol. 1”, by Dick-the-Scrubber.
(Dick says it’s O.K. to keep on using
this 33-34 year old photograph because it is possible he still has the
same striped shirt! In fact, the only
thing he appears to have changed is the
colour of his beard! Dick was the resident
L.P. reviewer back in the ‘Folksmith’ days.)

ge of listening to one of them presented in a gentle song of
“belonging to country”.
This sense of belonging to country is inherent in all of the songs,
yet never in a tub-thumping, chest-beating way. These are songs by
people at ease in the sunshine or, as Lorrie Hunt sings so well, beneath the “Southern Crosses” (a Warren Collits’ song). There isn’t a
one that doesn’t appeal-”Rusty road” by Peter Baker is followed by
award winning and life-time Centralian Leon Spurling’s “Small
Town”; Scotty Dawson’s “Old Bush School”-reminiscent of John
Williamson’s recalled detail, yet with Scotty’s individuality; Western
Arrente’s accomplished Eric Ebatarinja singing his own song, “Next
Broken Heart”; and one with which we can all identify in some way,
Shane Benning’s “In The Alice”.

What a blinder! This is a fabulous record by some of the best
It is perhaps unfair to single out any song for special mention
country and ballad writers and singers of the Centre, and surely the
above-and-beyond
the others, but it is always such a pleasure and
best assortment of musicians in the land! Some of it is folk music
privilege
to
hear
Jayne
Hughes’ pure, clear as crystal lovely voice
and some of it is country & western, and each song tells its own
singing
her
Dad
Alan’s
perfect song, “Old Bamboo Chair”, that I
distinctive story.
recommend anyone and everyone to purchase this CD for that song
The album commences with a driving Shauna Hartig version of alone! Of course to do that would be to give you the opportunity to
hear the fine song sung by the son of lifetime achievement Country &
Barry Skipsey’s “At the end of the Bitumen”. As with all of the
songs, I found that, while I appreciated the story, I also appreciated Western legend Gus Williams, the legendary Warren H. Williams.
the acoustic guitar playing of long-time Centralian, Warren Collits These are the first Father-and-son legends of country music in the
and the other backing artists, whether as musicians or on back-up Centre, and Warren both inspires and, I think, sings for all of us,
vocals. This resulted in me playing the C.D. four times as a starter- whether our roots are shallow or deep, with his “Our heart is in our
Land”.
first for the song-story and the music combined, second to simply
enjoy the music, third to listen closely to the words, and finally to
Ross Muir is especially congratulated for his engineering perfecsit back and listen to all of it for the shear pleasure of each combition-there
is clarity of presentation in music and each singer’s distincnation. It also made me think that we have some great song-writers
tive
voice
that is like listening to the liquid silver of an early morning
in the Centre, and I hope that all continue to add to the ancient song
butcher-bird’s
call. And it is also worth reading the notes that accom-lines.
pany the CD to see who is singing the backing vocals or playing the
various instruments. If ever you want a support singer or musician of
Shauna is followed by Jimmy Campbell singing his “Malaku
excellence you can find him or her on this recording!
ngurangku altipai”- “My country is calling me home”. The sentiment is similar to the concept of the first song, yet is sung in the
It is also gratifying to see that the N.T. Government and others, not
Pitantjatjara language, with Western Arrernte’s incomparable Warleast
the Neck family through their music store, have backed this fine
ren H. Williams backing him with acoustic rhythms, as he does on
local
production.
several other performances. It is a very real strength of Central
Australia that one can hear any dozen Aboriginal languages spoken
As is clear from these notes, I consider this a rare gem. There is
in the streets of the Alice on any day, and here we have the priviltruly something for everyone on this CD.
Dick-the-Scrubber
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ...
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

STOP PRESS

Yes folkies, your favourite ‘rag’ has just received its very first classified advertisement. Dare I say it though, the ‘bastard’ hasn’t paid
for it yet! As Jamie Balfour is the official ‘bouncer’ for the festival,
you’ll have to answer to him mate, if this hasn’t been paid by Monday!
WELL, HERE WE ARE IN ALL OUR GLORY!

CLASSIE’S;
Mr. Ross Muir, sound engineer extraordinaire, will be recording all
concerts brackets throughout the weekend. If any artist would like to
purchase a CD of their ‘own’ performance, these will be available
from Ross for a wee donation of $20.00.
SOME HAVE MORE GLORY THAN OTHERS THOUGH!

As the editor was also the judge, (no, I was being catty there, Sub
Ed…) It was a unanimous decision by the judge to award first place
to David Evans with his piece titled “Edward of the Underfed.” I
would urge you all to listen out for it over the course of the weekend.
(or as often as Evans gets a chance to recite it, Sub Ed….)
Now, as the remaining entries were of such a poor calibre, he (the
editor, Sub Ed….) wants them all printed so, as in his words, you can
“see the morons he has to work with.” Now in order to protect the
innocent, each poem will be entered by an-on-i-mouse!
Poem #1
G’Day, me name is Barry,
I sing a good song that is true,
But as for writing a poem,
Well, I’ve only constructed a few.
It’s alright for Balfour and Evans,
Sitting round all day in the sun,
But I have to work 16 hours a day,
I tell you, it’s no bloody fun.
So what about damn Egan’s knees?,
Now he’s changed his name by deed-poll,
They tell me he’s now known as Ted Kneegan,
‘Cos his knees are once more in control.
There, you’ve got your bloody poem,
Now let me get back to my works,
We are in a recession you know,
But how would you, you’re just ex Govt. clerks.
Anon.
Put Warren to work—Don’t re-elect him.
After listening to one of Warren’s campaign speeches for over an
hour, Nerys decided to go out for some fresh air, meeting Morag out
there.
“Is he still talking?” asked Morag.
“Yes”
What’s he talking about?”
“He hasn’t said”
Jenny Pender was asked if she had heard the latest political joke.
“Heard it?” she said. “I work for the bludger.”
Warren said at the last election, he would stand on his record. It was
the only way he could stop us examining it.
All jokes aside Warren, we really appreciate all the support we have
received from yourself, Lizzie and your electorate office, thanks'
mate.
P.S. We have just been informed that Bob Barford has put forward a
proposal to put a king-sized statue of Warren outside the Araluen
Centre when he retires. He feels it will give shelter when it’s raining,
shade in the summer, and the pigeons a chance to speak for us all.
(That’s enough of that. Ed…..)
………………………………………….
THE FESTIVAL COMMITTEE
Whilst we are on jokes! we must discuss the committee for the 39th
Top Half. They are obviously not the sharpest tools in the shed so if
the festival does not live up to expectations, just remember, they did
their best!!
Approximately 3 months ago, the committee members were given a
small challenge, very simple really. All they had to do was write a
wee poem, the subject, ‘Ted Egan’s knees!’ The best entry to be recited over the weekend, the runner-up to be printed within this quality rag.

Poem #2
The Editors said I had to write a poem, and so I thought, ok I’ll
showem’
What’s that, oh yes, it has to rhyme,
And you mustn't put too many words about yourself into the one line
otherwise you’ll find you’re out of time….(and it sounds stupid)
But what was the subject that they said, oh yes it was about poor
crippled Ted.
His knees may be wonky that’s quite true, but at least he has still got
two,
But I’m not complaining, you understand,
I may be one-eyed but at least I can keep that focused on the paper
while I write words about Ted (myself) with my hand… (and still too
many)
And I’ve no need to stand at a tilt, to show my knees look great in a
kilt.
I have a rather dignified air, now the whites taken over what's left of
my hair,
To say nothing of my athletic grace,
And there are still very few lines that have appeared on my knees or
for that matter even my face….(it’s not working is it?)
And I play the guitar like a man, not a box that once held a beer can.
But it isn't me I need to please, it’s all about Ted’s wonky knees,
And of course this poem’s all about him,
I just need to finish this sentence with a few more words about myself
and a reference to the bits above his shins… (I’m getting there)
May his knees add some useful zip and this dreadful poem be consigned to the tip.
Anon
Bob Barford’s Mother always knew he would be a singer as she felt
he had a face on him like a sewing machine!

TO ALL OUR SPONSORS & FRIENDS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT OVER THE PAST 2 YEARS WE SAY….
‘Thank you’ ‘Tapadh leibh’ ‘Tika hoki’ ‘Ta’ ‘Thenk ye’ ‘Cheers’ ‘Moran taing’
‘Diolch yn fawr’ ‘Thanks’ ‘Durdala dywy’ ‘Go raibh milo maith agaibh’.
“COMMUNITY BENEFIT FUND—DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE”

and

plus the following;
Tony Smith & Libby Prell, 783 ABC Territory Radio, Barry Skipsey
Top End Folk Club, Rock City Music, John Williamson, Herman Marcic
Pioneer Womens Hall of Fame, Puntj Hall, Independent Grocers, Mitre 10
Hon. Warren Snowden M.H.R., Lizzie Verstappen, Dymocks Bookshop,
Murray Neck Music World, Alice Waste Disposal, Zanerin Rumball,
Matt Conlan M.L.A., Trezona Chartered Accountant, Horney Devils,
Jodeen Carney M.L.A., Greg Dick, Helen Kilgarrif, Jenny Pender,
Shelagh & Colin O’Brien, Stewart Brash. Mark Egan, Neil Ross.
And who could forget all the wonderful musos who have provided so
much enjoyment for us all;
Colin Lillie, Godfrey Taylor, Iain Campbell, Mary Evans, Jayne Hughes,
Nerys Evans, Ted Egan, M’Lis Scott, Chris Scott, Ross Muir,
Mel, Neil & Ben Phillips, Herman Marcic, Morag McGrath,
Sean Nancarrow, Dave Oakes.

Go raibh mile agat!
**** **** **** **** ****

